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Profile

Jessie Bullock | Institute for Quantitative Social Science

Jessie is a PhD student in the Department of Government. She studies Comparative

Politics and Political EcoNomy, with substantive interests in urban development,

large-scale corruption, organized crime, and bureaucracy. Thus far, she has

concentrated her research in the Western hemisphere with a particular focus on Brazil.

She is currently working on a project on the sub-municipal politics of organized crime in

Rio de Janeiro and aNother project on the nature of bribery in the Fujimori regime in

Peru.Prior to arriving at Harvard, she earned her Master's in International Policy from

Stanford University in 2015 and was a case writer for the Leadership Academy for

Development. She began her studies of organized crime and corruption in Brazil as a

Boren International Security Fellow in 2012. Jessie graduated from Vanderbilt University

in 2011 with a B.S. in Human and Organizational Development.
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Research

“Machine Gun Politics: Why Politicians Cooperate with

Criminal Groups”

Synopsis:

“Why do politicians cooperate with organized criminal groups? Existing accounts

explore such groups’ incentives to cooperate, but largely treat politicians as either

victims of violence or passive bribe takers. This paper considers why a politician may

seek criminal groups’ help to get votes. I argue that some politicians win elections by

using an electoral strategy that I call criminal clientelism. Politicians hire criminal

groups as brokers to deliver votes through two mechanisms: (1) corralling mobilizes

groups of residents to the polls and (2) gatekeeping prevents rival candidates from

accessing voters. I use a natural experiment that leverages exogenous variation in

voter assignment to ballot boxes and a novel dataset on criminal governance to test

my theory in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. I show that corralling increases turnout and

influences vote choice, and gatekeeping restricts the candidate pool. Together, the

mechanisms underpinning criminal clientelism decrease competitiveness and increase

the probability of victory for criminally allied candidates. I illustrate the logic of

criminal clientelism using qualitative data based on more than 50 in-person interviews

and thousands of anonymous voter complaints. These findings bring together the

literatures on clientelism and criminal governance by demonstrating that politicians at

the margin are motivated to hire violent criminals.”
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Based on Bullock’s Research:

● “Politicians all over the world call on criminal groups’ help to win elections. As

specialists in

violence and purveyors of order, criminal groups that govern have a high degree of

influence and control over voters, which candidates seek.”

● “... politicians sometimes employ an electoral strategy… criminal clientelism, a

strategic interaction between politicians and criminal groups in which votes are

traded to influence elections. Criminal groups, when hired as brokers, deliver

votes by corralling voters and gatekeeping rival candidates.”

● “...voters are more likely to turn out (and vote in bloc) in criminally governed

territory.”

● “...the mere presence of criminal groups is not enough to deliver votes in bloc to

a candidate. Successful corralling and gatekeeping require the criminal group to

govern, maintaining order and influence throughout the community… criminal

groups derive power from territorial control and their role as governance provider

– and use it to corral and gatekeep.”

● “... criminal groups rely on their group-level influence as governance providers to

influence electoral outcomes by corralling. The group-level threats and rewards

that criminal groups issue to voters effectively elicit high compliance because of

the criminal group’s role as the purveyor (or destroyer) or order in the

neighborhood.”

● “... criminal groups leverage their control over territory to gatekeep, restricting

access to voters to only their chosen candidates. By impeding access for
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candidates who do not pay up, gatekeeping influences which candidates voters

have information about, making it more challenging for voters to learn about

candidates not allied with criminal groups, effectively pruning the local candidate

pool.”

● Governments cannot “... be expected to fight crime if individual policymakers –

often those who write the rules – benefit from criminal connections. When

candidates can use criminal clientelism as an electoral strategy, it creates an

agency dilemma in which politicians may want to weaken organized crime

broadly, but not necessarily in the neighborhoods that vote for them. This tension

makes it difficult to fight crime effectively and to get crime out of politics.”
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